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There are many ways to adjust for returned inventory and credit invoices in ComputerEase.  The 

following procedures will help to explain how to handle some of these situations.  These procedures 

can affect the Inventory, Accounts Payable, Job Cost, and General Ledger Modules and can have 

different results depending on how the program is defined in the System Parameters.  Please note that 

these procedures are suggested recommendations and that it is the users responsibility to determine 

how the information will be processed in the program. 

 

 

ENTERING TRANSACTIONS FOR ITEMS THAT ARE RETURNED 

 
Normal adjustments to the items are created through the Accounts Payable and Accounts Receivable 

modules.  You can also directly adjust the items through the Inventory Master file but this should be 

done with caution as no audit trail is created.  This can cause problems balancing the Inventory to the 

General Ledger.  We suggest that adjustments be processed using the Inventory Adjustments program 

instead of manually changing the Inventory Master file.    

 

� Select Inventory Adjustments and select the adjustment type for RETURN.  This type can be 

used for manual sales that are being returned and that did not occur through the Accounts 

Receivable module.   “Return” will increase the on hand quantity amount and can debit the 

inventory asset account and credit the cost of sales account in the General Ledger. 

 

� Select to enter an Accounts Payable credit invoice as normal, excluding the Purchase Order 

information. 

 

 

ENTERING A NEGATIVE PURCHASE ORDER 
 

Please keep in mind that this procedure is not recommended.  Negative Purchase Orders do not 

actually exist; therefore it can become confusing when entering this information.  This can also cause 

problems balancing the Inventory to the General Ledger, depending on the setup of the Inventory 

Module. 

 

� Select to create a negative Purchase Order for the applicable items. 

 

� Select to enter an Accounts Payable Invoice.  When selecting to relieve the purchase order, 

you must leave the “received” as 0 (zero) and the “invoiced” as a positive quantity.  Please 

note that this will appear as positive amounts. 

 

� Select to enter the invoice as a negative amount.    


